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Let us begin by considering a basic antenna. Any given length of wire will receive signals the strongest 
at a particular frequency. This is known as resonance, just like tapping a empty wine glass always 
produces a particular note. Nerves in our nervous system are an infinite number of antennas, some of 
which are several feet long. Consider the sciatic nerves which run from the spinal cord down to leg 
muscles. Tennis is a game that requires endless stretching, which can create a painful affliction called 
sciatica. Just a small pinch of this nerve (and others) in the spine or elsewhere in the body results in 
severe pain, sending people to doctors for relief. But this nerve can also be a virtual antenna, too.

The length of some nerves is very short; from millimeters down to microns long. Some nerves are 
several feet long. There are an almost infinite number of different length nerves between microns and 
several feet long. In effect, we are all walking antenna farms receiving unwanted radio frequencies 
(RF) from radio, television and device communication signals in our environment. Are neurologists 
trained to think about the human body as an antenna array? Absolutely not; just ask a doctor.

Police officers in the UK wear lapel microphones which have a short, two-way radio antenna for 
transmitting/receiving. This location places the radiating antenna when transmitting close to the brain. 
Some research on police officer brain tumor statistics show it may be the source of tumors.
Not using the radio at all may not lessen exposure - these systems can work like cell phones by 
transmitting pulsed GPS data to indicate their location at any time.

In this document, a modem and a router are basically the same device as most modems now have a 
built-in router. Connection media to bring email and internet data to your modem may be DSL-enabled 
copper phone lines, a fiber-optic flat cable from the phone pole, cable TV company coax or a satellite 
dish connection.

But there are more issues with the RF problem which has been proven in the field. It has now raised 
concern around the world. Several years ago in Germany WiFi was removed from public school 
classrooms. WiFi was restricted to one room in the school for student use. 

Australia, New Zealand, Switzerland, Russia, Canada and other countries have also taken action. [2] 
Research found WiFi frequency stimulation of children causes insomnia. Our brain was never designed
to be exposed to radio frequency effects. 

Other countries have set WiFi radiation exposure 100 to 10,000 times less than in the USA. [3] Why 
the US government is holding back on lowering the WiFi radiation exposure is unknown – unless WiFi 
is being used to transmit hidden signals that the government does not want blocked or the power levels 
reduced which could make hidden signals less effective.

About two years ago, my 10 year old digital cordless phone system suddenly began interfering with 
WiFi. It had run almost 10 years before that without a hitch. WiFi link with the modem was often lost 
when the phone rang or a call was made, requiring a modem restart. Phone company technician thought
this was caused by a defective phone cable connection out to the pole and he replaced all the wire. That
did not fix it.

After some research regarding cell phone and WiFi frequencies, I found out that the cordless phone 



frequency was now closer to the newer WiFi channel frequencies. Without notice, the DSL modem 
radio frequencies were silently, REMOTELY CHANGED and were now closer to cordless phone 
frequencies. Even the phone company tech didn't know about this change. All these facts pointed to a 
very dark side of modems -  hidden covert functions.

Any modem is similar to your cell phone. Cell phones and modems are essentially remotely controlled, 
programmable two-way radios. This may be why there are software upgrades for printers, computers, 
tablets and other devices. You rarely hear about software updates for modems.

For our home to continue WiFi use, a new cordless phone system had to be purchased. There was no 
other solution. Now the next logical question arises: What other functions are remotely programmable 
inside a modem? Can it covertly transmit any kind of mind or health altering signal from some 
nefarious agency at any time? Now we know that modem WiFi frequencies can be remotely changed, 
so the answer is yes. No one can easily tell what modem signals are being transmitted whenever the 
device is not busy performing WiFi functions.

Your cell phone can also be a problematic mind control device. A 2008 Scientific American article 
described how mind control can be done by cell phone. It describes altering alpha brain waves, creating
insomnia and other issues shown in this article excerpt: 

CELL PHONE INDUCED INSOMNIA

“If cell phone signals boost a person's alpha waves, does this nudge them subliminally into an altered 
state of consciousness or have any effect at all on the workings of their mind that can be observed in a 
person's behavior? James Horne and colleagues at the Loughborough University Sleep Research Centre
in England devised an experiment to test this question. The result was surprising. Not only could the 
cell phone signals alter a person's behavior during the call, the effects of the disrupted brain-wave 
patterns continued long after the phone was switched off.

Here is a brief excerpt from Loughborough University Sleep Research Centre on insomnia:

"This was a completely unexpected finding," Horne told me. "We didn't suspect any effect on EEG 
[brain wave patterns after switching off the phone]. We were interested in studying the effect of mobile 
phone signals on sleep itself." But it quickly became obvious to Horne and colleagues in preparing for 
the sleep-research experiments that some test subjects had difficulty falling asleep.[1]”

Is there a known precedent for hidden functions installed in a consumer product that can be used to 
kill? Yes. The following information was aired on television just one time in a circa 1992 post first gulf 
war documentary:

Saddam Hussein purchased dozens of new printers for use in his underground bunkers. The US 
government found out about this and they approached the printer manufacturer. 

Manufacturer was told,“We will provide for free a replacement for one of the chips used on your 
printer's circuit board. It will transparently do everything your current chip does, along with a few 
special functions for us.” Manufacturer went along with it and installed the chips. Many of these 
printers were used in underground bunkers. The replacement chip transmitted a powerful homing signal
from the deep underground bunkers. This signal was so powerful US bunker-buster bombs zeroed in on



it with pin-point precision. Keep in mind that was 26 years ago. Imagine how advanced the technology 
is now.

When cell phone tests on animals are performed by laboratories in America, the results inevitably show
there is no problem. In Europe, laboratory tests and pathology work have shown cell phone signals 
degrade human health and can cause tumors. 

You have seen food cook quickly in a microwave oven. Why should microwave radio frequencies be 
harmless to the human brain and body over time?

But there is more. The constant, relentless RF smog we live in has been affecting those with healing 
abilities for at least 20 years. Below is the testimony from a trusted friend received from him July 2017 
regarding the detrimental effects of RF and how it interferes with healing people:

“The healing techniques I use and have used for the past 20 years are most ancient. It takes years of spiritual 
work before one can even begin to give these healings. I started this type of healing in 2002. Since that time I 
have given 9,000 treatments. I was part of a healing center in South Africa for 3 years and opened my own place
in the States. These treatments have completely healed every type of disease or ailment. 

However, the majority of the movie type “successes” were prior to 2013. The healing treatments use a method of
diverting the life force energy from the sun to the area of disease. Wireless [cell phones, WiFi and other devices 
used everywhere] and air pollution has caused an effect which a scientist at one timed termed “global dimming”. 

It makes sense because if you think of the energy spheres or particles/waves from the sun flowing to the earth 
and coming into the atmosphere, those natural beams are going to encounter unnatural atoms and molecules. 
Spinning in unnatural ways. This will send the life-force energy askew. It misses the planet. 

The amount of life force that used to shower the earth 30 years ago was greater than it is now. Electronic smog 
now covers the planet. Human bodies can no longer heal naturally at the pace that was once normal. Wireless 
signals are forming a shield and blocking the life force energy. What used to be possible in one healing treatment
now requires multiple healing treatments. 

The amount of people open to try natural healing methods has also diminished greatly. Wireless can electro-
shock everybody’s thought processes so that it requires more effort to think clearly. 

Nothing flows as it should these days. People get a treatment which helps them immensely, then after a week 
later they can’t remember that the healing helped them heal and feel better. All life force flows into this solar 
system through the sun.“

If you see an old church with a newer-looking steeple which just doesn't make sense, it may be a cell 
site. Churches use these installations to rake in more than $2,000+/month forever from just one cell 
phone company. While this might seem like a small income, it is a great help to help balance any 
church budget when donations are dwindling. 



There are companies that specialize in making fake steeples to create hidden cell phone sites: 

Inside a church steeple reveals a ladder 
providing technicians access to the cell antenna

Once a contract is signed with the church, the steeple company or cell site company comes out to the 
church to take photographs and measurements of the steeple. A duplicate fiberglass steeple is 
designed/built with antennas inside using the collected data. A crane is brought in, the old steeple is 
removed and the new steeple is installed. 

Antennas inside your cell phone have very low gain. To provide cell phones with multi-mile range, 
signal loss is compensated with large antenna arrays at cell phone sites. All cell phones today operate at
the lower end of the microwave frequency band. 

Hidden inside the church (if there is no room on the grounds outside) is a small equipment room 
installed with new AC power, cell radios/transmitters and computers. Antenna cables from the new 
steeple are brought down into this room and connected to transmitters/receivers. Transmitted power for 
each cell transmitter can be up to 100 watts/antenna, depending on the cell location. Just six antennas 
can transmit more RF power than your microwave oven generates to cook food. 

How do I know these details about church steeples? I know a man who has made a tremendous income 
for decades doing nothing but cell phone sites and cell site upgrades for normal cell towers, water tank 
sites and hidden cell sites like steeples and fake trees. He uses specialized software to determine 
transmitter power level and antenna angles to properly design each cell.

WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT RF RADIATION EXPOSURE

There is abundant evidence in many areas around the world regarding the impact of RF signals on our 
health. You can help yourself by considering the following when possible:

• Cell phones should never be carried in pockets and kept as far as possible from the body.
• Use the speaker phone function to keep the internal antenna away from your head
• Avoid cell tower exposure; don't live close to a cell tower or a hidden cell site
• Do not sleep in hotel rooms on the top floor if you see cell antennas on the roof
• If at work your office or desk is near a WiFi node (small box with antennas usually hanging 

from the ceiling or mounted high on a wall) don't expect to get a good night's sleep
• There hidden cell sites in fake trees, fake church steeples and other places

In the UK, RF exposure can be greater from cell sites hidden inside gas station signs near ground level. 
Being closer to the antenna increases your exposure. These antennas continue to be installed over many



years in the UK, yet no one seems to care about RF hazard issues enough to outlaw these.

RF is like radiation exposure. The more exposure time to a cell transmit antenna and the closer to any 
cell transmit antenna you are, the more damage it can do to your health over time. Consider smoking; 
some people can smoke a pack or two a day and live to be 95. Others cannot tolerate smoking all. But 
who wants to find out that your body cannot tolerate smoking after it's too late when cancer or COPD 
starts? RF exposure is similar.

MODEMS

If you must use WiFi at home, move your modem, tablets, computers and printers as far as possible 
away from where you work, live or sleep in your home. Radio frequency strength falls off with 
distance. 

Note: The normal default setting for WiFi in most modems is ON. 

To eliminate WiFi (not hidden modem-transmitted signals) you can make connections to printers and 
your computer using Ethernet cables. (Ethernet won't work with many tablets, but wired USB might be 
an option.)

After cabling is installed, log on to your modem with any web browser to access its internally 
generated “web page.” Your internet provider will give you the URL number to type in your browser 
URL line, and tell you how to log in to the modem with a user name and password. There is a screen in 
your modem to turn off WiFi. You may need help from your internet provider on the phone to access 
this. 

But keep this in mind - the WiFi on/off setting is ONLY A SOFTWARE SETTING. Your modem is just
like your phone, printer, television or computer monitor; “on/off” only turns power on/off to certain 
parts of the internal circuitry. The RF transmitter in your modem could still be silently switched on and 
off by a remote command and you would never know it. Only by turning off the actual power to your 
modem can you stop it from transmitting, assuming it does not have an internal battery backup.

NEVER place any modem in a closed can with no ventilation while operating. These devices normally 
run quite warm. A lack of ventilation can cause an operating modem to overheat or permanently fail. 
Shielding modems is too complex a topic to discuss here. 

Another way to resolve the modem power issue is to use a simple motorized lamp timer, which will 
turn off all power to the modem while you are asleep. These cheap timer devices allow you to set 
automatic turn on and off times to any time of day which works with your lifestyle. This has been 
shown effective to clear out trash data from the modem's memory, and improve data speed for some 
modems.

CELL PHONES

One way to be certain your cell phone is not transmitting any harmful signals while you sleep is to 
place your phone inside a 100% metal can with a metal top. Some cookie assortments come in a 
container like this. Make a small notch in the side of the metal can for the charging cord that extends 
below the recessed edge for the cover. Be sure to line the notch edges with foam or tape to prevent 
cutting or nicking the charging cord. Steel cookie cans are perfect for this. These are made of steel and 



block both RF and magnetic fields.

You can leave the phone in the can turned on – the phone cannot do anything harmful when it is fully 
shielded (as of this writing.) After removing the phone from the can it will require a short time for the 
phone to re-connect to your cell phone network. If you don't use the phone frequently, keep it stored in 
the can until you do need it. 

Many cell phones charge the battery only once when charging is finished, until the connector to the 
phone is removed and plugged in again. This will prevent over-charging the lithium battery which can 
be hazardous.

Many phones will not trickle charge, so every few days you will need to unplug and re-plug the 
charging cord into the phone to keep it charged. It may be possible to simply plug your charger into a 
lamp timer set to cycle power every few days and recharge the battery. It may not work with all phones.
Everything stated above applies to tablets, too. Tablets will need a much bigger can.

RF EXPOSURE – THINK OF DEVICE EXPOSURE AS SIMILAR TO RADIOACTIVITY

Think of electronic devices in your home that use RF (WiFi, cell phones, tablets etc...) as if they are 
radioactive. Shield yourself from RF whenever possible using power control, shielding and distance. 
Do not wear any device on your body that generates radio signals for any length of time. For phones 
worn near the hip, kept in pockets or holsters, research data isn't in yet for possible serious kidney, liver
and intestinal damage.

Examples of harmless devices you can safely wear are older, small radios or CD players which do not 
have RF data link capabilities. Remember – any wireless data type device is always a two-way radio, 
transmitting and receiving RF which can transmit hidden signals, too.

If you were to walk across the front of a cell site antenna, you will probably die in a few days from 
organ failure caused by microwave damage to organs. There is nothing any doctor can do to help. This 
is prior history of this happening years ago to a man on a roof walking in front of a lower power 
microwave relay dish. Low power exposure from electronic devices may take longer to cause damage. 

I know what RF radiation exposure from a cell phone has done – my father-in-law died from cancer 
caused by cell phone radiation on the side of his head many years ago. A rapidly growing tumor began 
exactly where his cell phone antenna was on the right side of his head. That tumor quickly spread and 
turned into stage 4 lymphoma.

Not everyone dies of RF damage from electronic devices, but who wants to find out the hard way?

Ted Twietmeyer
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